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Ans 1 : Joy Attwood scholarship receipient has been important to me because as college
costs a lot more than it used to be in school and for a medium class family it is hard to
manage it. It is turning out to be a challenge to fund a college education. This scholarship
has been helping me in my higher studies. It has been providing economic support for
studying which has helped me and my family economically. I would be able to not only
fullfill my own aspiration, but this scholarship also motivates and inspires me to study
harder for good achievements.

Ans 2 (a): A social problem that I would like to solve in future of my community is child
labour. It is not personally connected with my life but whenever I see child labouring I feel
so bad for them. As u travel to my college in public vehicles , I see many child working in
those public vehicles as conductor. In the age of going to schools, they are forced to do
such works for the shake of their family. Still yet there are no any laws for this child labour.
As poverty is one of the social problem of my country so this is why it invites other social
problems such as child labour.

Ans 2 (b): As a nursing student, to solve the issue of child labour at first I would aware the
people of community for family planning because if the people control child birth then there
will be control in child labour. I would give informal teaching to the child conducting labour
and their family about the importance of education. After I'll get job, I would donate some
percent of my salary and also I would encourage my colleagues to donate as that donation
will help to decrease poverty and help those needy child in gaining education. I would also
convience the public about it so that it will be easy for me to solve this issue quickly.

Ans 4: During the earthquake of 2072/01/12, my school provided an opportunity for
leadership. Medicines, masks, food etc were got from donation inorder to help the
community people of that area ( also my hometown ). At first all students of school (
interested) were first gathered in school compound. Then later our principal sir made
separate groups as per class for certain places. Also leader from one group was choosed.
As I were interested for leadership he gave me opportunity inorder to control the group and
provide information. Then after we went to certain place as separated by sir. After we
reached there at first we noted destruction of that area, asked about the fear during
earthquake,provided them food, masks and medicines as per their need along with the
information of how and when to use them. Then we gave them information about
earthquake and safety precautions etc. They also cooperated with us. We also gave them
education about handwashing, diarrhoea, safe drinking water and certain other diseases.
We also asked them about their experiences during the earthquake. Lastly they were so
much frank to us. Then we asked local people whether they have understand all or not.
They told they have understood. After listening this we all were so much happy. And in this
way, under the supervision of teachers I leadershiped among my friends. As my aim is to be
a nurse, this experience helped me a lot like wise how to deal with local people and react
with them, convience then and cooperate with people.

